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Accountant
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Company: OMRON

Location: İstanbul

Category: other-general

Permanent

Are you an experienced professional in accounting?

Omron Europe is part of Omron Corporation, a global leader in the field of industrial

automation and components and has more than 36,000 employees in 36

Now, we are looking for a new team member for our office in Istanbul to join us and enjoy

being a part of our success and growth in Turkey Region as a part of OMCE (Omron

Management Center Europe) team.

Key

Ensure that all general ledger transactions for local GAP are posted completely,

accurately and

Perform month-end procedures within set deadlines to assist the Financial

Controllers in the review of monthly

Assist the Financial Controllers by creating and reviewing reconciliations and lead

schedules for all balances included in the balance sheet and relevant profit & loss

Support the Compliance Manager, external partner with the internal reporting,

preparation, and review of declarations for VAT, and other taxes and reporting to

the relevant

Maintain AP approval setup, Management rules
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Perform the check on AP invoices within the Presenter environment and confirm the

accuracy of processing and

Support, instruct Shared Service Center in NL, and

Assist with internal and external audit processes by providing necessary

documentation and explanations for audit inquiries.

General assistance to the internal

Knowledge, Skills And

Bachelor’s degree in relevant Around 5 years’ experience in hands-on accounting

role Experience in a shared service Knowledge of monthly and annual general

ledger accounting and closing Knowledge of VAT and transaction taxes reporting

and Knowledge and application of accounting guidelines (US-GAAP, Turkish GAAP,

Knowledge of ERP systems and Accounting Software packages, preferably Ability to

work in a multicultural Ability to participate in group English language Strong excel,

word and power point Excellent analytical, time management, reporting,

communication, interpersonal, problem-solving and administrative Proactively

addresses business issues arising and takes action to Flexible and able to work under

pressure and meet deadlines. Ensure critical work tasks are completed on time,

accurately and Excellent communication skills and team player Self-starting and

result / deadline oriented and

What we offer to you

Hybrid Working and 3 days working from home Working from home equipment Diverse,

experienced, and friendly team which will welcome you and support you Continuous

learning Wellbeing and Employee Support Program
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